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t(#) The determination of the weight of the silk.
 (b)	The determination of the nitrogen.
 (c)	The extraction of the weighting substances.
 (d)	The determination of the weight of the ash.
As regards the sample, J. Persoz 1 recommends that it be weighed after
being left for some time in a dry space. When method (c] is used, the
silk free from weighting should be weighed after it has been dried in the
room in which it remained before being weighed originally.
(a)	Method based on the weight of the silk.    If the count (t) of the raw
silk thread yielding the silk of count T is known, the percentage of weighting
(C) is given by:
C = I0° (T —*}
t
Injother cases 10 metres of the silk are weighed 2 to within a milligram
and the weight divided by 10, this giving the weight of i metre in milli-
grams. Ten pieces of the silk are then examined under a lens or microscope
to ascertain of how many filaments they consist, the mean (n) being taken.
1>
Then ~- = p' is the weight in milligrams of i metre of filament as it occurs
n
in the sample.
The difference between this weight p' and that of a metre of the raw
silk fibre 3 will give the weighting.
This method is very rapid and simple, but the origin of the silk must
be known. The results obtained differ, according to Ristenpart, from the
real weighting of the product by as much as 20%. The method is, con-
sequently, to be followed only when small amounts of the silk are available
and approximate results are sufficient.
EXAMPLE : i metre of the fibre of an Italian organsine (p') is found to
weigh 0-400 mgrm. :
0*400 — 0-160 =0-240
Weighting = 240/160 = 150%.
(b)	Method based on the determination of the nitrogen.    This method
consists in removing from the silk the extraneous substances, which might
contain nitrogen, and then determining the nitrogen content of the silk
thus treated.   From the amount of nitrogen that of the fibroin is calculated
and hence that of the raw silk, the weighting being determined by differ-
ence.   The procedure is as follows 4:
From i to 2 grams of the silk are boiled for 10 minutes in 25% acetic
I	Revue %6n6rale des matures colorantes, 1906, p. 326.
*	Ristenpart: "Kritische  Studien zur Analyse der Seidener&chwerung *' (FOvber
Zeitung, 1907, p. 298); Gianoli and Zappa : " Detenninazione del titolo che uaa seta
tintapreseatavaallostatogrcggio" (Industrie*, 1900, p. 268).
II	According to Ristenpart, the mean weight of a metre of raw silk fibre may b»
taken as:
For Italian or Japanese organsine,    0-160 mgrm.
For      „	„       tram,	0-150       ,,
For Canton	organsine,   0-102       ,,
For      ,,	tram,	0-088     ,,
For Chinese	organsine, o*in      ,,
*	Sisley :   Revue gtn&rale des mati&res colorantes-, 1907, p. 97.

